STAKES
Super Derby (Grade III)
Purse $400,000, FOR THREE YEAR OLDS. FREE EARLY BIRD NOMINATIONS DUE ON SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, 2016. Regular nominations are due Saturday, August 27 at a fee of $1,000, which shall accompany the nomination. $2,000 to pass the entry box and an additional $2,000 to start. Supplementary nominations of $12 are due Saturday, September 3rd (includes entry and starting fees). $400, Guaranteed earned to those who win, 18% to second, 10% to third, 5% to fourth, 3% to fifth and 1% to sixth. A paid entry and a paid starter will be given to all second place finishers. Total money earned (money earned shall be determined at time of entry). This Super Derby will be limited to fourteen (14) horses. Different owners have equal draw according to the above mentioned formula. The second part of same owner entries will have no consideration over a single interest. Failure to draw into the race cancels all fees. Louisiana Downs will present a trophy to the winning owner, trainer and jockey. Nominations closed Saturday, August 27 with 43 nominees. One Mile And One Eightieth

Track Record: Mocha Express(5),118 lbs; 1:48.14 (7-24-99)
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